Energizing People and their Enterprise:
To teams and their leaders:
Positive MatrixTM is a collaborative team meeting system. As a
result of a Positive MatrixTM meeting, people experience a renewed
connection to their issues and to each other. They are re-energized
by ownership of outcomes expressing commitment to agreed actions.

How it works
■

What
people
say

■
■
■
■
■

Creates flow, creates spirit of team, expands the
sense of self, builds on creativity
Creating new directions through collaborative
design and sharing leadership
We created a group energy or “bubble”
Thoughtful questions
Getting lots more done than in previous meetings
All voices being heard equally via the tool...

Topics of Collaboration, Workshops
and Trainings
■
■
■
■
■
■

Leading Positive Change
Respectful Relationships
Technology that Serves
Compassionate Connections
Nurturing Diversity
Unleashing Creativity for
Continuous Innovations

■
■
■
■
■
■

Appreciative Collaborations
Strength-based Coaching
Meaningful Measurement
Shared Leadership
Energizing Teams
Business Positively Impacting
the World

The facilitator* unpacks her portable kit, plugs in the keyboards and connects the hardware to her computer. Minutes
later she starts the meeting. Everyone discusses the topic in
groups then types their ideas. The ideas are projected onto
a screen and are read aloud to help synthesize the collective
knowledge. A copy of the meeting report with all the ideas
can be e-mailed instantly to all participants.
* Consultants, managers, leaders, or change agents
in a consulting or team development role.

The system
■
■

Portable wireless: 8 keboards
Network-Internet from the desk-top: Site License for 12
to 2000 users

Appreciative Inquiry Foundations Training

Discover

•

Dream

•

Design

•

Destiny

Experience strength-based approaches to leadership and
innovation
Apply the practice of Positive Psychology
You can design your own meetings and structure a series of
provocative questions around your specific topics. As we
move in the direction of the questions that we most frequently
and routinely ask, let’s ask about what works, and what’s
possible! Let’s direct our energy to positive and life-nurturing capabilities to facilitate the best, most positive and lasting
results we care about!

Please contact us to:
Facilitate a workshop • Train you in Positive Matrix™ and
Appreciative Inquiry • Help you design your own meetings

Robyn Stratton-Berkessel robyn@litglobal.com
Founder and President, L.I.T Global
www.litglobal.com
www.positivematrix.com
+1 732 291 0462 (Phone)
+1 917 816 5597 (cell)
+1 732 291 5441 (Fax)

